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"S.G.A." PREDICTOR "TRIMS FOR ITSELF”

For ten months men and women in a large Ministry of Supply factory have

been working in a "hush-hush" shop without knowing what it was they were

making.

This was revealed to-day when hundreds of cheering workers greeted a

Light A.A. mobile detachment when it roared up to the factory during the

break for lunch. The A.A. gunners had come to show how they handled Bofors

guns and the secret "job" which the men and women of the factory had helped
to make.

Skilled operatives, both men and women, had worked at individual

processes in the specially guarded shop on what was designated "S.G.A.".

To-day they learned what "S.G.A." really means. It is, in fact, a Predictor

equipment which is so extraordinarily sensitive and accurate that, according
to the officer commanding the A.A. detachment, it "practically thinks for

itself".

"S.G.A." is machined and assembled with the sane care and delicacy as

an expensive watch, many of the intricate ports being turned to limits of

.0002 - or "2/10 of a thou". One speck of dust on the shining gears and

spindles might upset the precision of the whole apparatus.

That is why the ”hush-hush” shop - less than eighteen months ago a

stretch of waste land - has an elaborate air-cleansing plant, spotless linoleum

on the floor, and windows which are permanently shut.

Clad in white coats eager-faced lads, some of whom were at Technical

School last year, work beside the experts on "S.G.A." Special mechanical

courses were instituted at the factory and boys so far have made

good* They are the "ace" engineers of the future.
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